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The meeting was organized by M. Kreck (Mainz), A. Ranicki (Edinburgh) and
L. Siebenmann (Orsay). About 60 partisipants from North and Central America
and Western und Eastern Europe attended the conference. The 23 talks dealt
with recent developments in a wide range'of areas in topology. This includes
low-dimensionai topology, khots, general - algebraic - and differential to
pology and homotopy theory.
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. Vortragsauszüge

5t. BAUER

Homotopy Representations of compact Lie Groups

L~t B5(G) denote the continuous integer valued functions on the set of con
jugacy classes of subgroups of a compact Lie group G, satisfying the Borel
Smith conditions. Dimension functions of homotopy representations are ele
ments of B5(G).

Theorem 1: For fE BS( G) there exi sts a nonzero integer n and an element •
Hv-w of the real representation ring RO(G), such that nf(H) = dim(V-W)

for all cyclic subgroups H of G.
Generalizing nilpotent groups, I define niltoral groups, which are used to
gether with a thorough treatment of decompositions in representation theory,
to prove:

Theorem 2: If G/Go is a p-group or if G is niltoral, n can be chosen eQual 1.

This theorem can be applied to the construction of h-representations·, thus
giving sufficient conditions, when an element of BS(G) can be realized as
an h-representation.
Combined with resuits of tom Dieck this gives a stable classification of
h-representations of compa~t Lie groups.

C.-F. BÖDIGHEIMER

Homology of Configuration Spaces

In joint work with F. Cohen 'and L. Taylor we computed the mod 2 Betti num- •
bers of certain configuration spaces

C = C(M.Mo;Sl} = ( ~ C(k) (M) ~ (Sl}k) /fJ::- •

where M is a co~pact manifold, Mo a submanifold, C(k)(M)

{(Z1;···.Zk) ,. M
k I zi ~ Zj for i ~ jl • and (Z1.···. Zk; xt.···.xk)~

(z1,···,zk_1; x1'···'xk_1) if zk C Mo or xk =*, and ~k is the k-th
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symmetrie group. In the fo.llowing," H* will always mean H*( ;IF2), and
set ß = dim

IF
H (M,M ;IF2) and m = dirn M.

q 2 q 0
m ß-

Theorem 1. H*C (M,M ;51) = ~ ~Q H* ~m~Q sm+l, as vector spaces,
o Q=O

for I > 1.

The length of configurations induces a filtration FkC of C, hence H*C has
a filtration H* FkC. On the other hand, eaeh term H* ~-Q Sm+1 has a
well-known algebraic filtration, inducing a second filtration FkH*C of H*C.

Theorem 2. H* Fk C~ Fk H*" C, as vector spaces, for 1 > 1.

For the Quotients Dk(M,Me ; Si) = Fk C(M,Mo; Sl)/Fk_
1

C{M,Mo; 51) we have

a) Dk(M) = C(k)(M)+ = (C(k)(M) Iz: k )+ for Mo = 0. 1 = 0;

b) H* D
k

(M; SI) ~ Fk H* C(M; 51) I Fk- 1 H* C (M; 51) for Mo = 0;

c) Dk (M; 51) is the Thom spaee of times the bundle

whieh has finite order.

Theorem 3. H* C(k) (M) =1( +kl Dk(M; 5
1
), as vector Spaces, for 1 ~

multiple of the order of ~ k.

M. BOILEAU

Heegaard splittings and mapping class groups of seme Seifert manifolds.

In this joint werk with J.P. Dtal, we classify Heegaard splittings ~f genus
2 of same Seifert manifolds and we use this -result to eompute the Mapping
class groups af these manifolds. These were the anly Seifert manifolds for
which the M~pping class group was not yet known.-
The two main results are:

Theorem 1. Let· M3 be a Seifert manifold over 52 with 3 exceptional
fibres of orders (2,3,p), p ~ 5, or (3,3,q), Q~ 2. Then M has a unique
genus 2 Heegaard" splitting, up to isotopy, except in the follo'wing cases:
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32· 3 ä
M is a Brieskorn manifold V(2,3,a) = <1€(1 Iz, + z2 + z3 = 0, 1I 1 11 = 1 >

with gcd(3,a) =, and a ~ 7. In these exceptional cases M has, up to
isotopy, two Heegaard splittings of genus 2, which are not homeomorphic.

Using the fact that these manifolds are two fold branched coverings of s3,
we obtain:

Theorem 2. Let M3 be a Seifert manifold over S2 with 3 exceptional fib
res of orders (2,3,p), p ~ 5, or (3,3,q), Q ~ 2. Then any diffeomorphism of
M, which is homotopic to the identity, is isotopic to the identity.

Corollary. Any diffeomorphism of the Poincar~ sphere V(2,3,5) is isotopic
to the identity.

H.-W. HENN

Finite groups with injective mod p cohomology.

Let ~p be the category of unstable modules over the mod p Steenrod algebra.

The fact that H* (B(Z/p>n; Z/ p> is injective in Mp is the-starting point
for many interesting recent results in homotopy theory (e.g. proof of Sullivan
Conjecture, generalized Sullivan Conjecture, new proofs of the Segal conjec
ture, ... ). It is therefore natural to ask which finite groups G have
*H (6G; Z/p) injective.

Affirming a conjecture of Lannes and Iarati we prove

Theorem 1. Let G be a compact Lie group. Then the following statements
are equivalent: ~

*1) H (BG; Z/p) is injective in Mp.

2) G is finite and the p-Sylow subgroup Gp is elementary abelian.
Theorem 1 is deduced from

Theorem 2. If G is a compact Lie group s.th. p . Hk(BG; Z(p» = 0 for
k > > 0 then G is finite and Gp is elementary abelian.
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J. HUEBSCHMANN

Extensions of algebras and modules up to higher homotopies.

Let e: A -+ B --+ Q be an extension of algebras, let M(A) be a contrae
tible construction for A, and let V be aB-module. Then the object
M(A) IIDA V admits a strueture <>f a Q-module "up to higher homotopies" so
that, for any Q-module U, the eorresponding generalized relative torsion
produet ifor*(Q,R) (U,M(A) BA V) is naturally isomorphie to Tor*(B,R)(U,V).
Likewise the object HomA (M(A);V) admits a structure of a ,Q-module "up to
higher homotopies" so that, for any Q-module U, the corresponding genera-

. ,.., *
lized r:lative Ext-group Ext (Q,R)(U,HomA(M(A),V» is naturally isomorphie
to Ext (B,R)(U,V).

Examples arise from.group extensions and from suitable Q~otients of the
Steenrod algebra. Under sueh cireumstances, the'above descriptions of Tor
and Ext enable one to do, among others, explicit calculations.

S. JACI<iOWSKI

. An approximation eonjeeture for classifying spaces of compact Lie groups.

This is joint work with J. McClure. Let G be a compact Lie group and let
p be a fixed prime. We ask .whether the mod p-homotopy type of the calssi
fying space BG can be recovered fram the system of spaces BP, where P
runs over certain finite p-subgroups of G. To make things more precise,
let '&p denote the category of G-orbits Gfp' for all finite p-subgroups
P, and where morphisms are equivari~ maps of orbits. &p is clearly a
topological category. On ~ one can define'a classifying space functor
t G : erp ....., Top, where Z;;(G/p) : = EG xG G/p is homotopy equivalen.t to
BP.

Conjecture: For each G there exists a discrete subcategory r c ~p such
that the natural map

hocol im EG '--,> EG(*) = BG
~

induces a mod p-cohomology isomorphism. A reduction principle for the above
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conjecture relies on a vanishing theorem for derived functors defined on the
category of contravariant functors Fun(~. ~p-mod). where e~ denotes the
homotopy category of ~p.

Theorem. Let' H* t G E Fun (rf, 71.. -mod) be a functor defined by setting
* * P P (i) *(H ~G)(G/p).= H (EG xGG/p; ~p). Then the derived modules ~ H E.G

vanlsh for 1 > O. . P

We showed that the conjecture is true for several groups . G with an appro-
priate choice of the subcategory ~~p. Work on t~e problem is still in
progress. •

L.H. KAUFFMAN

State Models for Knot Polynomials.

•
K is chiral

W= 7
B = 12

3 I 5

K

< :::<>
< OK >

< 0 >

We construct an elementary combinatorial model of the Jones V-polynomial,
and use it to prove that: 1) the number of crossings in a reduced projection
of an alternating link is an invariant of the ambient isotopy class of the
link. 2) If ~ is a reduced projection of an alternating link, then
K achiral .;> w(K) = W- B where w(K) is the twist number of K and
W,B denote the number of .white and black regions in a shading of the dia
gram K. 3) With the hypotheses of 2) K ~ chiral if Iw(K)1 ~ V/3 where
V is the number of crossings·of K. Extensions of these ideas in relation
to the author!~ Land F polynomials a~e discussed.

A<~>+A-'<)(>
[; < K >, &= - A2 _ A-2

1
(_A3/ 4 )w(k) < K > (t-1/ 4)
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K. KNAPP

Stably spherical classes in the K-homology of a finite group

Let G be a finite group, BG its classifying space and
s .

hk : T1 2n- 1 (8G) --";> K1(BG)

the Hurewicz map fram the stable homotopy to the K-homology of BG. Let p
*be an odd prime and choose 1 generating (Z/ 2) . Then the stable Adams

p' ,
operation 't'~ : Kn(X) (p)~ Kn(X) (p) acts as identity on stably spherical

• classes. hence im(hk) C ker(t~. -1). The main result is:

Theorem: Let p be an odd prime and G a finite graupe Then there exists
a constant no(G) E.:tI such that fC?r all n ~ no(G)

. It s ) - 11m ,hk :112n-1 (BG)(p)~ K1(BG)(p) = ker(~2n_' -1).

There is a similar result for p = 2 and real K-theory. The main ingredients
for the praaf are a study af the skeletal.. filtration on K,(BG) and the use
of a solution of the Adams conjecture. For same small graups, e.g. for
7l./p' 7l./

p2
' {Z/p)i (i =2••.•(p-1». (71./p x 7l./p) lt 7l./p a full computation

of im (hk) is achived .. For larger groups (e.g. 71./pa, a ~ 3) im (hk) may be
quite complicated in the dimension range n < no(G) and the statement of th~

main result is·far fram being true (even if one adds canditions on the skele
tal filtration).

~sing the close relation.of K1(BG) ta the representatian ring of G, it
is passible to give an explicit description af ker(1'~n_,~1).on K1(BG) in
terms of conjugacy classes 9f G (here stated only for a p-group):

• Proposition: Let G be a p-group. Wj • i = 1••••• r be the set of·orbits

with respect to the action of the I-th power map on the set of conjugacy
classes of elements in G different from 1 and Si: = # Wie Then

ker er1 - 1) = ~ 71. / 1+ Vp(n) + Vp(\ )
ln-1 i=1' P

where Vp(m) is the power of p in the prime decomposition of m.
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. N.H. KUIPER

A new bridge-index for knots in R3.

Here are some known invariants for isotopy classeslyJ of tarne (say smooth)
knots W' in lR3:

The braid-index r [1J is the smallest number r for which 1 is isotopic
to a Ci-approximation r f of an r-fold coverihg of a smooth unknotted c~rcle
in ]R3.

Schubertls bridge-index b Cl] is the smallest number of maxima a coordina~e

z: lR3 -i> R can have for all tt ~Crl .
Let bz' (~) be the number of max ima on a knot, of a li near funct ion
z: lR3 -> IR with nonn Ilzll = 1. Call .

the bridge number and superbridge number of ~ •
Schubert's bridge index is

b Cl1 = min l' E l ~1 b( 11

).

For a p-q-torus-knot, 2 < p < q, P,Q caprime, one has Schubert's theorem:
b (~ 7 = p. -P,Q
Call sb ( r1 = min .1 e C. a'1 sb( 6 1

) the super bridge index of if ·
The degree d(a') of Ir is the maximal number of intersection points a
l)'-transversal plane ca':l have with 1". The degree d C(lof the isotopy class

[t)is dCtl=min6IEClf) d(~').

Theorem 1: For a p-q-torus knot:

sb {'lf P,Q] = min (Q, 2p)

d [v- 1 = roin (2q, 4p)
U P,Q'

Theorem 2: For any knot~ :

blll< sb!1J~2 r[ll·

•

•
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E. LAITINEN

EQuivariant Euler and Lefschetz classes

Let G be a finite group. If X is a G-space such that the fixed-point
sets xH have finitely generated integral homology and if X has finite
eQuivariant homological dimension, then

i) the Lefschetz numbers A(fH) .of any G-map f: X -> X sati sfy the
Burnside ring congruenc~s

i i) The Euler characteristic of X/G i s defined and fiG t(X9) =;:r (X/G) IGI
iii) A Lefschetz fixed point formula holds: ;1(g) =~(xg) . for each 9 G.

The finite-dimensionality condition refers to eQuivariant cohomology and
it depends on the cohomology theory used. It is satisfied for finite-dimen
sional G-CW-complexes, locally smooth G-manifolds and G-ENR's if singular
cohomology is used, and for paracompact spaces of finite covering dimension
if the Cech theory is used. The basic ingredients of the proof are homologi
cal algebra in the (derived) category of modules over the orbit category ~G

and an interpretation of eQuivariant cohomology as sheaf cohomology of the
quotient space.

J.-V. LE DIMET

Cobordism of Iinked discs

A (n,k) link (of dises) is a p.l. Iecally flat embedding of k cepies of
the dlsc On in on+2, trivial on the boundary.

• Let Cn,k be the set of cobordism classes of (n,k) links. Then:

1) Cn,k has a natural group structure. This group is commutative when n ~ 2.

2) Let X be the exterior ef a (n,k) link f. There is a natural inclusion
V 51~~X and the composition of inclusions, namely i, V 51

-7 C) X~ X
k k
is a homology equivalence. It follows that we have a commutative d~agram:
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Ol
:> 7f'O(Fk)Pk ttv

a 1 ! b

C1,k - =7>'10 (Gk )
f

where Ot. is the isomorphism given by the ARTIN representation Theorem; a
and bare the natural group morphisms.

Corollary. C:t.: Pk -:> C1,k i s an injection. Thus C1,k i s not commutati ve
when k > 3.

An invariant for C1,k:

Let Ak = ~ t{x1,x2, ... ,xnl1 be the ring of formal power series in k non
cammutative variables. We construct a graup morphism A: 'dlo(Gk ) --:"Aut ~
and we cansider the composition Ar: C1,k ~ Aut Ak.
For a given (1,k) link f, the automorphism Erf = ~r(f) seems to be diffi-
cult to compute. But we have computed t~e series ~f(Xi)' i = 1,2, •

truncated at degree 4, for same (1,2) links.
It follows that C1,2 is not comrnutative.

W. LÜCK

Equivariant Surgery for Groups of Odd Order Splits.

We define equivariant surgery groups L~(~ ,t) and surgery obstructions
geometrically such that we obtain for G = 1 Wall's surgery groups defined
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by normal bordism elasses of normal maps. fhere are no restrietions to t~e

fundamental groups of the various fixed-point sets. We eonstruet a spectral
seQuenee starting with ordinary algebraie L-groups Lk(~E) and converging
to the geometrie L-groups L~(~,t). We show that this spectral sequence
collapses provided that we invert 2 or that G has odd order. Namely:

Theorem: Assume for simplicity that (~,t) is given by a manifold N as
(~,t) =(~N,tN) , (roughly speaking this means that we eonsider normal
maps with N as target) and all NH are eonneeted. Then

a.) LG( rtt ,t) I ~ l1 /2 J = .(JJ Ld · NH (~';:1 (EWH x WHNH»~.. ~ (1/2)
n I ISO( N) 1m --/L

b.) If G has odd order and each normal H-slice of N extends to a NH
representation, we get

G't"$ H
Ln( d •t) = ISO( N) Ldim NH (71 -n; (EWH\lHN )

For G as "the eyelic group of order 2, we give a counterexample to b.) in
the theorem above. One gets in the ease of simply eonnected fixed point
sets, if n is the global dimension and k the dimension of the fixed
point set and k ~ 1 (4) and n even or k ~ 2 (4) and n odd
l~(~ ,tl = 0,_ but Ln(~ l71/2)" $ Lk(71) = ~/2.

W. METZLER

Relative Nielsen Transformations and Simple Homotopy Type in Low DimensIons.

The Nielsen Reduction Method is generalized to an eQuivariant situ~tion, in
whieh the variables of a free group are freely permuted by an operator group
G. Critieal elements w = v.g(v)-1, 9 E G occur, whieh are responsible for
phenomena that don't exist in the absulute case G= 1. They eorrespond to
relations in G.
Applieations to low dimensional complexes are:
a) a deeomposit"ion theorem for homotopy equivalences between relatively

1-dim. CW-eomplexes;
b) a basis theorem for identities of presentations;
e) an algebraic proof of P. Wright's transient-move-Iemma;
d) partial results in a s~rategy to solve the Andrews-Curtis-Conjecture.
(Joint work with Gert Denk and Cynthia Hog-Angeloni)
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R.J. MILGRAM

A universal orientation for non-simply connected manifolds.

Given a 2n dimensional Poincar~ space x2n with CW decomposition C(X)
and diagonal approximation ~: C(X) -9 C(X) mC(X), a non-singular (_1)n
symmetrie matrix

v(X2n , C(X) , er) : (Z [s J Ti., (X» r ~ (Z [s) 111 (X) )r

is tmstructed. Here r ~the rank_~f Cn(X), and Z [5] ü.; (X) has involution •

given by s ~1-s, 9 <:--t» w(y)g ,g E. ~(X), (w : 'Tr., (X) -> Z;t.).

Similarly, an odd di~ensional tripie (X2n+1, C(X},~) gives a formation

(H .. H*. (± ~ ~), K) wi th H = (Z [s)"i1 (X» band K = K.l. ~ H.

These classes have been computed explieitly for many elasses cf manifalds,
and give rise to an orient~tion

..Q~ (B T, w) -) L; (Z [s J 11, w)

where the latter groups are the surgery L-groups.

This orientation is used to faetbr the surgery obstruetion map

for explicit problems xKervaire, xTwisted Kervaire, xMilnor. But these are
sufficient to completely determine Er. In turn, this gives explieit eo
homology formulae for determining the surgery obstruetions, when 4;(X) is
finite •.

Consequently. the maps ~ in the surgery sequence .e
,., ') n [h

. ... ~ l z: M, GITOP] .-" Ln+1 (Z T" ,M» -;> H7 (M) -) M, GITOP 7~. Ln (Z 1i)

are determined for any elosed manifold with finite fundamental group.

Z. MIMIN05HVILI (Due to laek of time, this talk eould not be delivered)

On the strang shape theory.and homology of spaees.

Theorem 1.There exists a unique up to isomorphism strang shape eategory
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of the inverse systems of spaces J-J(, which satisfies the following axioms

(A1). For arbitrary inverse systems! and Y of spaces there is a short
exact sequence

(AZ). Far arbitrary inverse system X and arbitrary fibrant system 'y
S

there is a bijection

Corollary. The. strong shape theories of inverse systems of spaees by

Edwards-Hastings, Mardesic-Lisica and the author are isomorphie.

Theorem 2. For eaeh metric space X there i s such an inverse CW-system
l, that

sin
H (X)~ H(lim S~).

+- -

Theorem 3. For the eompaet coeffieients strong homologies (af the Steenrod
Sitnikoff type) are isomorphie to the spectral Alexandroff-Cech homologies
on the category of arbitrary spaees.

L.·~ONTEJANO PEIMBERT

,Categorieal and Contractible Covers of Polyhedra.

Let P be a compact connected polyhedron. A eategorical [contractible)
cover' Ix 1, ••• , Xk J of Pis a polyhedral cover of P wi th the p~~pert~

that each Xi is null homotopic in P [Xi is contractible]. T~e smalle~t

integer k ~ar which there is a categorieal eover of P with k elem~nts

is called "the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category, or .simply the eategorY.of r,
and is denoted by cat(P). Similarly, the smallest intege~ k for which
there "i s a contractible cover of P wi th k elements i s 'called the geo-"
metric category of P and is denoted by gcat(P). Finally', the strang eate
gory of P, Cat(P), is the smallest integer k for which.there is a .poly
hedron R with the homotopy type of P and such that. k=gcat(R)."

We will show ex~mples for which Igcat(P)-cat(P)1 is as big as we ~~nt.

Furthermore, these examples also show that Igeat(P)-gcat(PxI)I can be as big
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as we" wish, thus proving that the geometrie eategory is very far away from
being a homotopy invariant. Nevertheless, we have the following theorem:

Theorem. Min fgCat(pxln» is an invariant of the homotopy type of P and
n>1

consequently is eQual to Cat(P).

We will also show how to transform a categorical cover of P into another
categorical coverof a polyhedron R with the same homotopy type of P in
such a way that the elements of the cover of ~ h~ve the smallest possible homo
topy, thus giving a n~ proof of the following result of M. Clapp and D.

Puppe. •

Theorem. let P be a compact p-connected polyhedron. Suppose that
DimP ~ (2cat(P) -1)(p+1) -3. Then cat(P) = Cat(P).

J. MONTESINOS

Universal groups

"Q

This regular dodeeahedron for which the
distance from the center to an edge is
one, is plaeed inside the sphere of radius
~, ~ =golden ratio, so that the centers

of th~ sphere and of the dadecahedron co
inside. If the interior of the sphere 1S

considered as the"Klein model of the hyperbolie 3-spaee lli3, the angles
between adjacent faees of the dodecahedron are all of 90°. The 90°-rota
tions around the lines labeled a in the figure, generate a group U of
orientation-preserving isometrie~ of ~3 whieh has the following universal
property:

This is to report joint work with H. Hilden, ~. Lozano and W. Whitten.
a

Theorem: For every closed, oriented 3-manifold M, there exists ! subgroup
V of finite index of U such that M ~ orientation-preservinghomeomorpic
to~~--- ----

Corollary. M ~ simply connected if and only if V ~ gelierated by
rotations.
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The manifold . ~3/U is S3 and U is the group defining the orbifold
(in Thurston's notation):

P. MROZIK

Shape equivalence versus CE equivalence

All spaces will be assumed to be finite-dimensional, compact and metrizable.

Spaces X,Y are CE-eguivalent if there exist a spa~e Z and cell-like
maps f: Z ~ X, 9 : Z ~ Y. It is well-known that CE. equivalence im
plies space equivalence, but only little has been found out about the con~

verse.

In this talk we present the following negative result: For each space X with
pro- 'Tr

1
(X) not pro-finite, t~ere exist uncountably many spaces X oe that

are shape equivalent to X but ·pairwise CE inequivalent. The crucial step
in the proof is to treat the special case X = polyhedron with 7T1(X)

infinite. .

E. VOGT

Tarne homotopy theory via differential forms

Joint work with: P. Boullay, F. Kiefer, M. M~jewski, H. Scheerer, M. Stelzer,
M. Unsöld.

Let lt' be the 'category of r-'reduced simplicial sets and ..:.,4 ther r
category of filtered differential commutative graded algebras which are
cohbmologically (r-1)-connected and satisfy astability condition which' re
late the fi Itration and the cohomology of objects in * Ar in- a II nice li

way. One can da homotopy theory in *J4r by giving it the structure of a
fibration category. Then there is a pair af adjoint functors
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which induce a pair of adjoint functors of the homo-

topy categories. Here T is the tarne de Rharn functor due to Cenkl and Fbrter
and "·11 is the realizatioil functor. The main result is that the restric
tion of T to the tarne r-reduced simplicial sets~ tarne with respect to a
ring system ~1 < R2 < ••• satisfying also astability condition, and the
restrietion of 0.' to K.S.-algebras (Kozsul-Sullivan-algebras) induce
inverse equivalences of homotopy categories.

As applications one obtains a (computable) algebraic description. of homo-'
topy groups of tarne spaces, and (arnong other things) a simple proof that
the loop space of a tarne space is a product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces.

R. VOGT

Homotopy ring extensions of the homotopy :ing space .t2~" localized
at a set of primes.

(Joint work with R. Schwänzl and F. Waldhausen.) The work of Bökstedt and
Waldhausen ,suggests to extend classical algebraic number theory to homo
topy ring spaces such as .a·S'" (see Waldhausen's talk, this confer,ence).
A first step in this di·tection is the construction of finite, extensions of
the hornotopy ring space Jt"SlOt , the. localization of .tt"Soo at a set i
of primes. It is the aim of thi s lecture to do the 1Ieasy" case of, "un 

ramified ll
. extensions.

•

An unramified extension of the integers localized at i can classically be
defined as ring extensions 71. ~ c. S such that the induced extensions of •
the l-adic completions, l"t , are obtained by adjoining r-th roots of
unity, r coprime to I. We prove

Theorem 1: Given an unramified extension 7l.t- c...S, there exists an ex
tension f: .tlOtSi -) R of homotopy ring spaces inducing the given
extension on""o and such ,that f*: [W, it"'S~] -'[W,R] is an exten-

·sion of genuine rings for any finite CW-complex W.

This result is obtained from Sullivan's arithrnetic square of Incalizations
and completions and from
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Theorem 2: If R is an I-Ioeal homotopy ring spaee, there is a homotopy
ring space R(j) extending R such that 'lro R( ~) i s abtained fram
~oR by adjoining an r-th root of unity, r eoprime to 1.

F. WALDHAUSEN

How manifolds relate to algebraic K-theory

Same of this material has been reported on at earlier meetings at Oberwol
fach (cf. Vortragsbuch Nr. 31. p. 90 (1975), a~d. Nr. 63, p. 267 (1984».
The present talk fallowed an outline to be published with the proceedings
of the 1985 Durharn conference on homotopy theory.

It was indicated how one arrives at a double spl.itting

A(X) ~ "l"'S" (X+) x WhDiff (X) x \J(X).

It is a fairly neep result that the third factor in the splitting is in
fact trivial (up ta homotopy). The result is related to a camputation of
matrix homology H*(GL(R), M(R»· (eonjugation action). A conspicuous
feature of the result is that although matrix homology is an alg~braic de
viee, the computation inextricably involves an extension of algebraic notions
(Hoehschild homology) to a framework of 'rings up to homotopy'.

It is intriguing to confrant this situation with the so-called Liehtenbaum
canjecture which suggests that algebraic K-theory (ar what i~ essentially
the name, the homolagy of GL(R) with untwisted coefficients) is computable
i.n te~s of number theory, i.e. Galois cohomology (and its extension, etale
cohomology). The Lichtenbaum conjecture has had some conspicuaus suecesses
(Soul~, Dwyer-Friedlander, ,Suslin) but by now one al,so knows that it better
be taken with a grain of salt (Bökstedt).

Extra~olating fram the above one is thus led to the idea that perhaps' tho$e
'rings up to homotopy' are also good for the Lichenbaum conjecture. In
other words ane is led to the attempt of extending algebr~ic.number theory

so as to include those unusual rings. There matters are very much in their
infan~y. In fact the very construction of algebraic extensions in this con
text presents great diffuculties (cf. R. Vogtls talk in this conference
where a special case of such a construction is described).
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J. WEIDNER

Homology theory for operator algebras.

In 1980 G.G. Kasparov defined his bivariant K-functor which associates to
two (separable) Operatoralgebras A,B a bifunctor KK(A,B) and gives both
usual K-theory and K-cohomology:

KK{~,B) = Ko(B) = algebraic K-theory of the ring B;

KK(A,«) = KO(A) =oth-K-cohomology of A."

For a compact (metric) space X KO(X) = KK(<<, C(X)) is topological K-theory ~
while Ko(X) = KK(C(X), a) is topological (Steenrod-)-K-homology (C(X» =

=1f: X~ a \ ). We write KK(X;Y) d~ KK(C (Y), C(X» for spaces
X, Y.

We propose an extension of Kasparov's theory to inverse limits of (separable)
operator algebras. In the topological situation this corresponds to extend
from compact spaces to compactly generated spaces. Then KK(X;pt) is re
presentable K-theory for CW-Complexes X~

If M is a Co.-manifold (compact, without boundary) then BT*M denotes
the elements of the cotangent bundle. of M of length ~'1, and ST*"'M the
spheretbundle in the cotangent bundle.

BT*M is a K-orientable ~-rnanifold with boundary ST*M.
If X < M isa compact nei'ghbourhood retract we get a .Dual ity Theorem

KO(BT*M, BT*M-X) ~ K (X).
o

Under this isomorphism an "elliptic symbol" l~]€ KO(BT1(M, BT*:M-X) which is
constant along the fibres away from X corresponds to the class of its ~
Pseudo differential operator p~ "restricted to X".
For X = M one can use this to prove the Atiyah-Singer-index theorem on
the equality of the topological and analytical index, (Connes-Skandalis 1982).

S.H. WEINTRAUB

Theta functions and moduli spaces

Consider theta functions of genus 9 with characteristics f).
m
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J.-I. Igusa~ transformation law states that for T· in Sp(2g,Z),
e

T
(w,z) = e • det(Cw + 0) 1/2 e (T(w,'z», where e8 = 1, andm m

Tm =m· T- 1 + «otC)o (BtA)O) mod 2, T = (~ ~). This law has the natu-

ra I interpretat ion: Thm. . The correspondence m <-){v€ V = (Z/tig Im+v i S odd}
is an equivariant correspondence with the above left action of .5p(2g,Z/2)
on ch~racteristics and the right action on sets of vectors in V given by
ordinary matrix multiplication, T(v) = v. T- 1•

Now consider the case genus 9 = 2. An even' m corresponds to a set of
vectors comprising the non-zero yectors in an anisotropie plane in ~ and
its orthogonal complement, and an odd m to the vectors in a lI~pread of
lines ll (together with the zero vecter).

*Let M2 = S2/r'(2), 52 being Siegel space of.degree ~, and M2 its Igusa
compactification, a modul i space for stable Riemann surfaces of genus· 2
with level 2 structure. Each even '(~m)4 desc~nds to a section of a line
bundle over. M2 which extends;o M;. If N = Iw in M; I (8m)4(w) = 0) ,
then we also have N = {w in M21 w param'eterizes a singular Riemann sur
face}. N has 25 components, and' N M2 has 10 disjoint components, each
the z~ro locus of (9 m)4 for one of the 10 even characteristics m.

*Theorem. The inclusion N~ M2 induce~ an epirnorphism in rational homology
in all dimensions less than 6 = dirn (M

2
).

*(dirn Hi (M2;Q) = 1, 0, 16, 0, 16, ?, 1 for i = 0, •.. 6.)

This is joint·work with Ronnie Lee. (See Topology'1985 and J. Pure Appl~

Algebra to appear.)

M.WEI5S

Exotic spheres and the Whitehead space.

Let C n be. an· exotic sphere; represent i t by a di ffeomorphfsm

f: "1 n- 1 -) In- 1 of the (n-1 )-cube, restricting to the identity on the
boundary. Question: Can f be chosen to comrnute with the projection
n-1 q1 ~ 1 to the last Q coordinates, for Q ="0,1,2, ..• ? After a
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suitable stabilization the associated obstruction' theory involves homotopy
groups of the Whitehead space Wh( *,), mostly 2-primary parts. The resulting
connection between exotic spheres and algebraic K-theory K(~) at the prime
2 is investigated; formulae are obtained for the Kervaire-Milnor exqtic
spheres, leading to lower bounds on the 2-primary homotopy of Wh( *) (not
new, unfortunately, but by a new method). Sampie result: Milnor's exotic
sphere ~4k-1, with k > 1, cannot b~ obtained by a diffeomorphism rei

boundary f: 14k-2~ 14k-2 commuting with the projection 14k-2~ 12•
The obstruction i s the nonzero element i,n T 3Wh( * ) ~ Z2. Note: 1I3Wh( * )
was unknown until 1983 or so.

Berichterstatter: Thomas Fischer (Mainz).
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